
The technical side of video making

Creating your unique book trailer



Content to be covered

● Recording techniques

● Types of shots and camera angles

● Rule of the 180º and how to record a conversation

● Super - ultra super - basics of illumination
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sensors is greater and the price more affordable
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Cameras have evolved greatly over the last decades. Everytime, the quality provided by smaller 

sensors is greater and the price more affordable

Today, we are able to get good quality and resolution by cameras as small as the ones that we 

are carrying with us all the time: our mobile phones



Recording techniques

However, as most of the things in life, it is not about what you have, but about what you do 

with it. We can discuss that we are arriving to a democratization of the content creation and 

the formerly existing barriers - mostly economic - to produce videos are over.



Recording techniques

However, as most of the things in life, it is not about what you have, but about what you do 

with it. We can discuss that we are arriving to a democratization of the content creation and 

the formerly existing barriers - mostly economic - to produce videos are over.

Today, we will talk about how to use our phones for video making by learning different 

movements and techniques that you can use for getting better videos
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- Grid lines

- Image Stabilization



Exploring our phone and phone camera

Adjusting the settings:

- Resolution

It is the size of our video, we express it on the vertical amount of pixels, considering the 

ratio of 16:9 as reference. There are some standards, of which we can highlight:

❏ SD: 480p

❏ HD: 720p

❏ FHD: 1080p

❏ UHD: 4k



Exploring our phone and phone camera

Adjusting the settings:

- Resolution

- FPS

FPS is used to measure frame rate - the number of images consecutively displayed each second. The 

human brain can only process about 10 to 12 FPS. Frame rates faster than this are perceived to be in 

motion. 



Exploring our phone and phone camera

Adjusting the settings:

- Resolution
- FPS

FPS is used to measure frame rate - the number of images consecutively displayed each second. The 
human brain can only process about 10 to 12 FPS. Frame rates faster than this are perceived to be in 
motion. 

The greater the FPS, the smoother the video motion appears. Full-motion video is usually 24 FPS or 
greater. It can also help us understanding the term “slow motion”, as we can record in a higher frame 
rate than 24 FPS, such as at the double, 48, and slow it down twice in post-production.



Exploring our phone and phone camera

Adjusting the settings:

- Resolution

- FPS

- Grid lines

The grid lines in our phone screen are an amazing tool in composing and giving us a 

starting point to frame our shoot. 



Exploring our phone and phone camera

Adjusting the settings:

- Resolution

- FPS

- Grid lines

The grid lines in our phone screen are an amazing tool in composing and giving us a 

starting point to frame our shoot. 

Another purpose that they can serve is the leveling of the horizon, should we have a 

reference to straighten our shot.
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Exploring our phone and phone camera

Adjusting the settings:

- Resolution

- FPS

- Grid lines

- Image Stabilization

It allows us to compensate our handshake and hand movements.



Types of shots

Extreme Wide Shot (ELS)

Long Shot (LS) / Wide Shot (WS)

Full Shot (FS)

Medium Shot (MS)

Close Up (CU)

Extreme Close Up (ECU)

Establishing Shot



Types of shots and angles

Extreme Wide/Long Shot (EWS/ELS)

An extreme long shot (or extreme wide shot) make your subject appear small against 

their location. 

We can use an extreme long shot to make your subject feel distant or unfamiliar.

This is also a good shot to use as an “establishing shot”, a type of shot in which we 

normally start a scene and in which we introduce the location and scenery to our viewers.



Types of shots and angles

Extreme Wide/Long Shot (EWS/ELS)



Types of shots and angles

Wide Shot (WS) or Long Shot (LS)

The long shot holds the same idea as the LWS, but a bit closer. If your subject is a person 

then his or her whole body will be in view — but not filling the shot. There should be a 

good amount of space above and below your subject.



Types of shots and angles

Wide Shot (WS) or Long Shot (LS)



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Full Shot (FS)

Now let's talk about camera shots that let your subject fill the frame while keeping 

emphasis on scenery.



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Full Shot (FS)



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Medium shot (MS)

The medium shot is one of the most common camera shots. It frames from roughly the 

waist up and through the torso. 

It emphasizes more the subject while keeping their surroundings visible.

There are many variations, such as the Cowboy shot, long medium shot or medium close 

up shot…



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Medium shot (MS)



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Close up (CU)

The close-up camera shot fills your frame with a part of your subject. 

If your subject is a person, it is often their face, cutting from the hairline to the jawline.



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Close up (CU)



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Extreme close up (ECU) or Detail Shot (DS)

An extreme close-up is the most you can fill a frame with your subject.

It often shows isolated eyes, mouth…. 

In extreme close-up shots, smaller objects get great detail and are the focal point.

It is also known as detail shot.



Types of shots and angles - Subject related 

Extreme close up (ECU) or Detail Shot (DS)



Tips and tricks - Time on screen

There are two factors that would affect the duration of our shots on screen:

● The larger the amount of characters on the shot, the longer the shot will play

● The narrower the shot, the shorter it will play

A wide shot with five characters in it, will play longer than other with just one

A detail shot will take less screen time than a general shot



EXERCISE 1

With your group, gather and record the following clips:

● A close-up shot

● A medium shot

● A wide shot 

● A extreme close-up or detail shot



Editing and composing your clip - 1

● CapCut App

● Importing video in the CapCut app

● Cutting your clips and adjusting the length

● Reordering your clips



CapCut app



Importing video in the CapCut app

● Open CapCut
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Importing video in the CapCut app
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● Select your videos



Importing video in the CapCut app

● Open CapCut

● Tap the “New project” box

● Select your videos

● Select “Add”



Cutting and adjusting the length of clips

● Trimming before importing



Cutting and adjusting the length of clips

● Trimming before importing

● Drag to where you want your video to end/start



Cutting and adjusting the length of clips

● Trimming before importing

● Drag to where you want your video to end/start

● Use the playhead to navigate between your clips



Cutting and adjusting the length of clips

● Trimming before importing

● Drag to where you want your video to end/start

● Use the playhead to navigate between your clips

● Use “split” to make two clips from one and insert

other clips in the middle



EXERCISE 2

Import the recorded videos and create a scene with the following shots in 

the following order:

1. A wide shot 

2. A medium shot

3. A extreme close-up or detail shot

4. A close-up shot



Camera angles



Camera angles

Eye Level Shot

The most common height: the eye level shot. When your subject is at eye-level they’re in 

a neutral perspective (not superior or inferior).  It mimics how we see people in real life.



Camera angles

Low Angle Shot

A low angle shot frames the subject from a low camera height looking up at them. These 

camera shots most often emphasize power dynamics between characters.



Camera angles

High Angle Shot

In a high angle shot, the camera points down at your subject. It usually creates a feeling of 
inferiority, or “looking down” on the subject.

Many people takes photographs of children with this angle.



Camera angles

Dutch Angle

In this type of shot, the camera is tilted to one side. With the horizon lines not straight, 

we can create a sense of disorientation.



Camera movements



Camera movements

Static shot

The camera doesn’t move in this shot. Predominantly captured by being placed on a 

tripod that remains static during the shot. 

These camera shots emphasize the appearance and movement of your subject against its 

environment.



Camera movements

Zoom in/out 

Zoom shots are camera shots that change the focal length of the lens during the shot. This 

action can be a zoom out, or a zoom in. The camera doesn’t move in this shot.



Camera movements

Panning

Camera pans rotates the camera side to side on a horizontal axis. This can reveal 

something to your viewer or allow them to follow an action.



Camera movements

Tilting

A camera tilt is when you move your camera up and down on a vertical axis. So, it’s 

exactly like a pan, only vertical.



Camera movements

Tracking shot

A tracking shot is a shot in which the camera moves with the subject. Sometimes it 

follows behind or beside them, and it can be handheld, in a dolly or in a gimbal.



EXERCISE 3

With your group, gather, record and edit in one scene the following videos:

1. A static shot

2. A panning shot

3. A tilting shot

4. A tracking shot



Rule of the 180º



Rule of the 180º



EXERCISE 4

With your group, gather, record and edit in one scene:

1. A conversation without breaking the 180º rule

2. Minimum of 7 clips and 3 different shots



Composition



Composition

● Relation between objects inside the frame of the photograph
○ To be pleasing for the viewer’s eye

○ To pursue the goal of the photograph

○ To help articulate the message



Approaches to composition

● There are many different approaches to composition, the main ones are:
○ Rules and guidelines
○ Visual weight
○ Visual elements
○ Gestalt theory

● Even when they are interrelated, when it comes to learning composition you tend to 
focus one some of them, not on every



Composition rules and guidelines

● Rules to help you create more eye-appealing photographs

● Mainly come as a simplification from mathematics and arithmetics



#1: Rule of thirds

● Put the object in one of the 4 

center points

Or

● Put it alongside the lines



#2: Golden ratio



#3: Golden spiral

● Points of interest at 

the crossing of lines

● Guides the eye



#4: Golden triangles

● Points of interest at the 

crossing of lines

● Dominant part inside the 

triangle



#5: Rule of odds



#6: Leading lines

● Guide the viewer’s eye



#7: Rule of glance



#7: Rule of glance



“Learn the rules like a 
pro so you can break 
them like an artist.”
-Pablo Picasso



Visual weight

● Visual weight is a concept that describes how much something in an image 

“pulls” your eye to look at it

● Imagine that you have an almost entirely white image with a small black dot 

in it. That black dot will pull your eye immediately; it carries a lot of visual 

weight



Balance

● Many of the photography rules of composition relate to the idea of balance. By 
"balanced," we mean that no single area of the image draws our eye so much that we get 
stuck there. Instead, our eye is free to roam around the image and take it all in. 

● Another way of saying this is that an image is balanced as long as its visual weight is 
evenly distributed. Every element in your composition carries a certain amount of visual 
weight. To keep your image balanced, we must compensate for each element with a 
counter-weight.



Dimension, scale

● Bigger elements on the picture tend tend to weight more than smaller ones





Contrast

● The contrast in a photograph always draws attention. If we place our light subject in 

front of a dark background, it will naturally stand up and catch more visual weight

● Light colors in the image have always more visual weight than darker ones

● It is always important to stay aware of the distractions that may come up and to 

know which is the subject in our photographs









Color

● Play a big role in balancing the image

● Warm colors tend to expand and carry more visual weight than

 cold ones

● You can use a small warm color element to balance a 

big cold one







Position

● When an item is close to the borders of the image, carries more visual weight

● It can be used to counterweight large, heavier items with smaller ones edge positioned

● The elements in the right third are heavier than the other two

● Elements in the bottom part are considered more stable and with less visual weight

● Elements in the top of the frame have more instability and more visual weight 







Texture

● Elements with high texture in the picture tend to possess more visual weight than 

non-textured ones

● However, if we do the opposite by placing a non-textured one in front of a dense 

texture, we will confer it more weight







Isolated objects and grouping

● Isolated objects tend to stand out and carry more visual weight

● On the other side, similar objects close to each other tend to group and act as a 

single element





EXERCISE 5

With your group, gather, record and edit in one scene the following videos:

1. A shot using the rule of thirds

2. A shot using difference of brightness contrast

3. A shot with grouping and an isolated subject

4. A shot with using the rule of glance



Lighting



Introduction to lighting

● A video is made out of light, the way of how we manage that light in video is 

called lighting

● Lighting can be natural or artificial



● INTENSITY
● FORM
● COLOR
● DIRECTION
● MOVEMENT

Qualities of the light
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FORM

It relates to the apparent size of the light source:

● Soft light
○ Big light source, producing soft and diffused shadows

● Harsh light
○ Small light source, producing harsh and delimited shadows

Qualities of the light





Qualities of the light
COLOR

Basics of white balance



https://bit.ly/Eureadltt


